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Introduction
A fundamental measure of similarity between strings is the edit distance (aka Levenshtein distance), which is the minimum number of character insertions, deletions, and substitutions needed to transform one string to the other. Edit distance is an important primitive with numerous applications in areas like computational biology and genomics, text processing, and web search; see, for instance, the books by Gusfield [9] and Pevzner [22] . Many of these application areas typically deal with large amounts of data-ranging from a moderate number of extremely long strings, as in computational biology, to a large number of moderately long strings, as in text processing and web searchand therefore algorithms for edit distance that are efficient in terms of time and/or space, even with modest approximation guarantees, are highly desirable. We present superefficient algorithms for approximating the edit distance, focusing on two powerful notions of efficiency that are applicable in dealing with massive data, namely, sketching algorithms and linear-time algorithms.
Edit distance has been extensively studied for the past several years. An easy dynamic programming algorithm computes the edit distance in quadratic time [18, 21, 24] and the algorithm can be made to run in linear space [10] . However, the quadratic time algorithm for computing the edit distance was improved by only a logarithmic factor in [19] , and even developing sub-quadratic time algorithms for approximating it within a modest factor has proved to be quite challenging, see [11, Section 6] and [13, Section 8.3.2] .
We design very efficient algorithms for the k vs. gap version of the edit distance problem: given two n-bit input strings with the promise that the edit distance is either at most k or more than , decide which of the two cases holds. Such algorithms immediately yield approximation algorithms that are as efficient, with the approximation factor directly correlated with the gap between k and . Specifically, we design sketching algorithms and (quasi)-linear time algorithms for this gap problem. In addition to the inherent theoretical interest in these fundamental algorithmic questions, we believe that our efficient algorithms may find applications (as building blocks) in a multitude of scenarios with voluminous data.
Sketching algorithms
A sketching algorithm for edit distance consists of two compression procedures and a reconstruction procedure, which work in concert as follows. The compression procedures produce a fingerprint (sketch) from each of the input strings, and the reconstruction procedure uses solely the sketches to approximate the edit distance between the two strings. The key feature is that the sketch of each string is constructed without knowledge of the other string. The sketches are supposed to retain the minimum amount of information about the strings that is required to subsequently approximate the edit distance. The procedures are allowed to share random coins, and the main measure of complexity is the size of the sketches produced. (In actual applications it is desirable that the procedures be efficient.)
In contrast to Hamming distance, whose sketching complexity is well-understood [17, 8] , essentially nothing is known about sketching of edit distance. In part, this is due to the fact that edit distance does not correspond to a normed space. In fact, it is not even known whether the edit distance metric space embeds into some normed space with low distortion [11, 1] . We note that besides being a very basic computational primitive for massive data sets, sketching is also related to (i) approximate nearest neighbor algorithms [14, 17] , (ii) protocols that are secure (i.e., leak no information), cf. [8] , and (iii) the simultaneous messages communication model with public coins [25] .
Results. Our first sketching algorithm solves the k vs. O((kn)
2/3 ) gap problem, for any k ≤ √ n. This algorithm is ultra-efficient in terms of sketch size-it is constant! This algorithm is extremely appealing in applications where one expects most pairs of strings to be either quite similar or very dissimilar, e.g., duplicate elimination or a preprocessing filter in text corpora or in computational biology.
Our second sketching algorithm can distinguish a smaller gap and still produces a constant-sized sketch, but it is guaranteed to work only if the input strings are "nonrepetitive". Specifically, for any k ≤ √ n and t ≥ 1, if each of the length kt substrings of the inputs strings does not contain identical length t substrings, then the algorithm solves the k vs. O(k 2 t) gap problem. We note that the study of algorithms for non-repetitive strings is quite standard (cf. [23, 5] ) and has often led to comparable algorithms that work for arbitrary strings. Furthermore, input instances for the Ulam metric, which is equivalent to the edit distance on strings that consist of distinct characters (e.g., permutations of {1, . . . , n}), are non-repetitive with t = 1.
Section 2 describes the efficient compression and reconstruction procedures used in these two sketching algorithms.
Techniques. The overall structure of the first sketching algorithm is an embedding of the original edit distance space into a Hamming space of low dimension. This embedding, which may be of independent interest, is achieved in two steps. First, we map each string to the multi-set of all its (overlapping) substrings. Each substring is annotated with a careful "encoding" of its position inside the input string. The encoding is insensitive to small "shifts", and is thus useful in identifying substrings that are matched by an optimal alignment of the two strings. In the second step, we take the characteristic vector of the resulting set of substrings, which lies in a Hamming space of an exponentially high dimension, and embed it in a Hamming space of constant dimension (a la [17] ). The dependence on n in the gap in the first algorithm is a consequence of the encoding method for the position of a substring. In essence, for each substring we produce an independent encoding of its position; while this conveniently separates the analysis of different substrings, the outcome is that we fail to identify many matches, even in the presence of just one edit operation.
We overcome this handicap by resorting to a method in which the encodings of the substring positions are correlated. Scanning the input string from left to right, we iteratively locate anchor substrings-identical substrings that occur in the two input strings at approximately the same position. We map each string to the set of substrings corresponding to the regions between successive anchors; the anchors are used for encoding the substring positions. As before, the resulting set of substrings is used to obtain an embedding in a Hamming space of constant dimension. Random permutations of small size are used to ensure that anchors are detected with high probability. This places a technical requirement that the input strings cannot have identical substrings within the window where we might be looking for anchors, implying that the algorithm is applicable to non-repetitive strings only.
Quasi-linear time algorithms
As a first step towards the important goal of approximating edit distance to within a constant factor (in nearlinear time), we propose to focus on the best approximation achievable by linear time algorithms. We say that an algorithm provides a ρ-approximation if it produces a number that is at least the edit distance but no more than ρ times the edit distance. Throughout, our time bounds refer to a RAM model with word size O(log n). Results. We design a linear time algorithm that achieve approximation ρ = n 3/7 , which improves to ρ = n 1/3 if the two strings are non-repetitive. The best approximation factor that could be achieved in quasi-linear time with previous techniques is n 3/4 , by a straightforward application of an algorithm by Cole and Hariharan [5] (see below). These results are described in Section 3. Techniques. We present a very general framework for taking an approximation for the edit pattern matching and boosting it to a stronger approximation for edit distance. Here, edit pattern matching is the problem of finding all approximate matches of a pattern of size m in a text of size n, where an approximate match of the pattern is a substring of the text whose edit distance to the pattern is at most k. We demonstrate three instances of this paradigm. First, a simple instantiation of this framework already provides an algorithm that solves the k vs. k 2 gap problem. This implies a √ n-approximation algorithm for edit dis-tance, while the approximation provided directly by the edit pattern matching primitive that we rely on is only n. Using a non-trivial edit pattern matching algorithm of Cole and Hariharan [5] , our framework yields an enhanced algorithm that solves the k vs. k 7/4 gap problem, which implies the n 3/7 -approximation claimed above. Under the assumption that the input strings are non-repetitive, the third instantiation solves the k vs. k 3/2 gap, giving an n 1/3 -approximation.
Related work
To the best of our knowledge, sketching or quasi-linear time algorithms for gap versions of edit distance have not been explicitly studied before. Yet, some of the previous work can be easily adapted to give such algorithms.
Batu et al. [4] developed a sub-linear time algorithm that runs in O(n max(α/2,2α−1) ) time and solves the O(n α ) vs. Ω(n) edit distance gap problem. Their algorithm can be cast as a sketching algorithm. On the one hand, their algorithm applies also for α > 1/2, which our algorithm does not handle. On the other hand, their algorithm would use a sketch whose size is far more than constant; e.g., for k = √ n their sketch size would be about n 1/4 compared with our O(1) sketch size (for the same gap problem). Furthermore, their algorithm cannot solve the n δ vs. n 1−δ gap problem, even for arbitrarily small fixed δ > 0, while we accomplish this for any δ ≤ 1/5. We note that their algorithm runs in sublinear time, while ours does not.
The dynamic programming algorithm can solve the k vs. k + 1 gap version of edit distance in O(kn) time. An algorithm of Sahinalp and Vishkin [23] for the edit pattern matching problem can be used to solve the k vs. 2k gap problem in O(n+k 8 ) time. A simpler algorithm of Cole and Hariharan [5] for edit pattern matching yields an O(n + k 4 ) time algorithm for the same gap problem. This leads to the aforementioned n 3/4 -approximation algorithm in linear time. In contrast, we have an algorithm that, for any k ≤ n 4/7 , solves the k vs. k 7/4 gap problem inÕ(n) time, deriving an n 3/7 -approximation in quasi-linear time. Other related work includes a near-linear time deterministic algorithm of Cormode and Muthukrishnan [6] for a variant of edit distance called the block edit distance, where a block of characters can be moved in a single edit operation. Andoni et al. [1] showed that edit distance cannot be embedded into the Hamming space with distortion better than 3/2; Cormode et al. [7, 6] and Muthukrishnan and Sahinalp [20] showed that the block edit distance can be embedded into Hamming space with distortion O(log n log * n). Lack of good sketching algorithms for edit distance is also reflected in a lack of good nearest-neighbor algorithms for edit distance, since efficient sketching primitives are at the heart of many approximate nearest-neighbor algorithms. Recently, Indyk [12] obtained an approximate nearest-neighbor algorithm for edit distance where the data structure size is strongly sub-exponential in n and the query time is asymptotically smaller than the number of database points.
Preliminaries
The goal of this paper is to design efficient algorithms for the k vs. gap version of edit distance. k is given as input parameter to the algorithm. The smaller the difference between k and = (n, k) , the better the approximation achievable from these algorithms. To simplify the exposition, we make no attempt to optimize constants.
Strings, alignments, and edit distance. We deal with strings over a finite alphabet Σ. For simplicity, most of our results are stated for Boolean strings (i.e., Σ = {0, 1}). An edit operation on a string x ∈ Σ n is either an insertion, a deletion, or a substitution of a character of x. We associate with each edit operation a position in the string x: a deletion and a substitution are associated with the position of the character being deleted or substituted, and an insertion is associated with the position of the character before which the new character is inserted (if the character is inserted after the last character of x, then we associate with the insertion the position n + 1). An alignment of two strings x, y ∈ Σ n is a sequence of edit operations on x that transform x into y (we view the operations as operating directly on x and not on the intermediate strings obtained in the transformation). An optimal alignment is one that uses a minimum number of edit operations. The edit distance between x and y is the length of their optimal alignment. We note the following properties of the edit distance:
1. Triangle inequality: for any three strings x, y, z, ED(x, y) ≤ ED(x, z) + ED(z, y). 2. Splitting inequality: for strings x and y of lengths n and m, respectively, and any integers i, j, 
Definition 1.2 (Non-repetitive strings).
A string x ∈ {0, 1} n is called (t, )-non-repetitive, if for any interval [i .. j] of size , the substrings of x of length t whose left endpoints are in this interval are distinct.
The sketching model. A sketching algorithm is best viewed as a two-party public-coin simultaneous messages communication complexity protocol. In this model three players, Alice, Bob, and a referee, jointly compute a twoargument function f : X × Y → Z. Alice is given x ∈ X and Bob is given y ∈ Y. Based on her input and based on randomness that is shared with Bob, Alice prepares a "sketch" s A (x) and sends it to the referee; similarly, Bob sends a sketch s B (y) to the referee. The referee uses the two sketches (and the shared randomness) to compute the value of the function f (x, y). The main measure of cost of a sketching algorithm is the length of the sketches s A (x) and s B (y) on the worst-case choice of inputs x, y.
Throughout, we seek algorithms whose error probability is some small constant, say 1/3. As usual, this error can be reduced to any value 0 < δ < 1, using O(log(1/δ)) simultaneous repetitions.
In many applications, it is desirable that the three players are efficient (in time, space, etc.) We will say that a sketching algorithm is t(n)-efficient, if the running time of each of the three players is O(t(n)), where n is the size of the player's input (x for Alice, y for Bob, and (s A (x), s B (y)) for the referee).
Sketching algorithms for edit distance
Overview. In this section we describe our two sketching algorithms for solving gap edit distance problems. The underlying principle in both algorithms is the same: the two input strings have a small edit distance if and only if they share many sufficiently long substrings occurring at nearly the same position in both strings, and hence, the number of mismatching substrings provides an estimate of the edit distance. More formally, both algorithms map the inputs x and y into sets T x and T y , respectively; these sets consist of pairs of the form (γ, i), where γ is a sufficiently long substring and i is a special "encoding" of the position at which the substring begins. The encoding scheme has the property that nearby positions are likely to share the same encoding. A pair (γ, i) ∈ T x ∩ T y represents substrings of x and of y that match, i.e., they are identical (in terms of contents) and they occur at nearby positions in x and in y. A pair
represents a substring that cannot be matched using a small number of edit operations. This gives rise to a natural reduction from the task of estimating edit distance between x and y to that of estimating the Hamming distance between the characteristic vectors u and v of T x and T y , respectively. (Recall that the Hamming distance between two strings x, y ∈ {0, 1} n is defined as
The great advantage of the Hamming distance is that it can be approximated using constant-size sketches, as shown by Kushilevitz, Ostrovsky and Rabani [17] .
The realizations of the above idea in the two algorithms are quite different, mainly due to the implementation of the "position encoding". The first algorithm works for arbitrary input strings. In this algorithm, T x and T y consist of all the (overlapping) substrings of a suitable length B = B(n, k) of x and y, respectively. (Recall that n is the length of the input strings and k is the gap parameter.) The position of each substring is encoded by rounding the position down to the nearest multiple of an appropriately chosen integer D = D(n, k). A tradeoff between B and D implies that the best choice of parameters is B = Θ(n 2/3 /k 1/3 ) and D = n/B, which results in an algorithm that can solve the k vs. kB gap edit distance problem.
The second algorithm, which works for mildly nonrepetitive strings, introduces a more sophisticated "position encoding" method, based on selecting a set of "anchors" from x and from y in a coordinated way. Anchors are substrings that are unique within a certain window and appear in both x and y in that window. Suppose x and y have an alignment that uses only a small number of edit operations. Then, a sufficiently short substring chosen at random from any sufficiently long window in x is unlikely to contain any edit operation, and thus has to be matched with a corresponding substring in y within the same window. This pair of substrings form anchors. The key idea is that the coordinated selection of anchors can be done without Alice and Bob communicating with each other, but rather by using the shared random coins. Once this is done, the anchors induce a natural partitioning of x and y into disjoint substrings. T x and T y then consist of these substrings, with the position of each substring being encoded by the number of anchors that precede it. This technique solves much smaller (i.e. stronger) gap edit distance problems, in which the gap is independent of n.
A technical obstacle in both algorithms is that the Ham-ming distance instances to which the problem is reduced are exponentially long. While this still leads to constant size sketches, the running time needed to produce these sketches may be prohibitive. We observe that the Hamming distance instances produced above are always of Hamming weight at most n. We introduce below a sketching method that approximates the Hamming distance within the same guarantees as [17] , but runs in time proportional to the Hamming weight of the strings. This scheme may be of independent interest. Due to lack of space, the proof is defered to the full version of the paper. Proof. The algorithm follows the general scheme described in the overview above. We are thus left to formally describe how the sets T x and T y are constructed. For simplicity of exposition, we assume n and k are powers of 2 with an exponent that is a multiple of 3. We describe now how Alice creates the set T x . Bob's algorithm is analogous. Let The Hamming distance sketch of the vectors u and v (recall these are the charateristic vectors of T x and T y , respectively) is tuned to determine whether HD(u, v) ≤ 4kB or HD(u, v) > 8kB with (large) constant probability of error. The referee, upon receiving the sketches from Alice and Bob, decides that ED(x, y) ≤ k if he finds that HD(u, v) ≤ 4kB. Otherwise, he decides that ED(x, y) ≥ 13(kn) 2/3 . The algorithm's correctness follows immediately from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 below, using the sketching algorithm for Hamming distance from Lemma 2.1.
Proof. Fix any alignment τ of x and y of length at most k.
(See Section 1.4 for definition.) All the substrings that are not bad are called "good". By Proposition 1.1, for any good substring α i there is a "companion" substring
Recall
It therefore suffices to upper bound the number of positions i in which (1) and (2) We conclude that (2) is satisfied at most k · n/D = kB times, and therefore the number of coordinates in which u is 1 and v is 0 is at most 2kB. The number of coordinates where v is 1 and u is 0 is bounded similarly, which gives HD(u, v) ≤ 4kB.
Lemma 2.4. If ED(x, y) ≥ 13(kn)
2/3 , then HD(u, v) ≥ 8kB.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that HD(u, v) < 8kB. We will show that it implies ED(x, y) < 13(kn) 2/3 .
We call a substring α j "good", if there exists a "companion" substring β j = y[j .. j + B − 1] such that α j = β j and DIV(j) = DIV(j ). Otherwise, α j is called "bad". If α j is bad, then the coordinate corresponding to the pair (γ j , DIV(j)) has value 1 in u and 0 in v. Since HD(u, v) < 8kB, the number of bad strings is less than 8kB.
We use the good substrings to align x and y, by iteratively extending an alignment of prefixes of x and y. The initial alignment is trivial since both prefixes are the empty string.
Assume now we already aligned the first j − 1 bits of x and of y, and let us extend the alignment to a longer prefix. If the substring α j is bad, we simply extend the current alignment by one bit, paying one edit operation for the substitution of x(j) with y(j). Finally, once we get to j ≥ n − B + 1, i.e., we aligned more than n−B bits, we just pay n−(j −1) edit operations to substitute the n − (j − 1) last characters of x with those of y.
It remains to bound the total cost of this alignment. Since we can encounter each bad substring at most once, we pay a total of at most 8kB edit operations for all the steps involving a bad substring. Similarly, we pay at most B edit operations for the final stage. All the remaining operations use good strings. Each such step pays at most 2D operations each time, but aligns B bits, and hence there are at most n/B such steps. We conclude that
Sketching algorithm for non-repetitive strings Theorem 2.5. For any 1 ≤ t < n and for any 1 ≤ k < O( n/t), there exists a polynomial-time efficient sketching algorithm that solves the k vs. Ω(tk 2 ) gap edit distance problem for (t, tk)-non-repetitive strings using sketches of size O(1).
Proof. Again, the algorithm uses the general framework described in the overview. We are left to specify how the sets T x and T y are constructed. Let x, y ∈ {0, 1} n be two (t, tk)-non-repetitive input strings (see Section 1.4). Alice creates the set T x as follows; Bob's algorithm is similar. First, she uses the shared randomness to compute a KarpRabin fingerprint [16] of size O(log n) for every substring of x of length t. This can be done in O(n) time. We let f (·) denote the chosen fingerprint function. Let λ > 0 be a sufficiently large constant that will be determined later.
Next, Alice selects a sequence of disjoint substrings α 1 , . . . , α rx of x, called "anchors", iteratively as follows. O(log n) , and sets the anchor α i to be a substring s i, whose fingerprint is minimal according to Π i , i.e., (s i,1 )), . . . , Π i (f (s i,W ) )}.
She then slides the window by setting c to the position immediately following the anchor, i.e., c ← c
If this new value of c is at most n − (2W + t), Alice starts a new iteration. Otherwise, she stops, letting r x be the number of anchors she collected.
For i ∈ [r x ], let φ i be the substring starting at the position immediately after the last character of anchor α i−1 and ending at the last character of α i . For this definition to make sense for i = 1, define α 0 to be the empty string, and consider it as if it is located at position 0, hence φ 1 starts at position 1. Finally, T x is the set of pairs
Bob constructs T y analogously, by choosing anchors β 1 , . . . , β ry using the same random permutations Π i . The Hamming distance sketch for the strings u, v (the incidence vectors of T x , T y ) is tuned to solve the 3k vs. 6k gap Hamming distance problem with probability of error at most 1/12. The referee, upon receiving the two sketches, decides that ED(x, y) ≤ k if he finds that HD(u, v) ≤ 3k, and decides that ED(x, y) > Ω(tk 2 ) otherwise. The algorithm's correctness follows immediately from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8 below, using the sketching algorithm for Hamming distance from Lemma 2.1.
Proof. Fix any alignment τ of x and y that uses at most k edit operations. We will say that two substrings x[i .. j] and y[(i + sh τ (i − 1)) .. (j + sh τ (j))] are "perfectly matched" by the alignment, if ed τ (i .. j) = 0. We slightly abused notation here by using in this definition not only the "contents" of the two substrings, but also their position in x, y. By Proposition 1.1, perfectly matched substrings must be identical. Note that the probability that any two of the 2n Karp-Rabin fingerprints computed by Alice and Bob collide is o (1) . It therefore suffices to assume that there are no collisions and prove that the statement in the lemma holds with probability 6/7.
Letting r = min{r x , r y }, we aim to show that with high probability, for all i ∈ [r] the anchors α i and β i are perfectly matched. For i ∈ r x , let c i be Alice's value of c at the end of iteration i, and let c 0 = 1 be the initial value of c. It
The key ingredient is the "inductive" step provided by the next claim. For i ≥ 1, let E i be the event that α i and β i do not perfectly match and i ≤ r. For consistency, let E 0 be the event α 0 = β 0 (which is empty by definition). Let Recall that Alice and Bob choose their anchors from A and B, respectively, using a min-wise permutation (of the fingerprints). Since there are no collisions among the fingerprints, the minimum among the fingerprints is attained uniquely. Consider the string in A ∪ B whose fingerprint attains the minimum according to the permutation Π i used by Alice and Bob. Noting that |A| = |B| and A = B implies |A \ A | = |B \ B |, we get that the probability this minimum string does not belong to A = B is at most
Claim 2.7. Then for every
The claim follows by observing that if the minimum string belongs to A = B ⊆ A ∩ B then Alice's and Bob's anchors are equal, α i+1 = β i+1 , and since the substrings in A and the substrings in B are distinct, this means that the two anchors are perfectly matched and E i+1 does not occur.
The anchor selection process fails, if at some iteration i ≤ r, the anchors α i and β i do not perfectly match. WLOG, let i be the first such iteration. Necessarily, i > 0, because the anchors α 0 , β 0 trivially match. Thus, if the process fails, there is some i > 0 so that the event E i ∩Ē i−1 holds. Therefore, by the union bound, the probability of failure is at most
, implying that the above probability is at most 8tk/W . Choosing a constant λ ≥ 56, this probability is at most 1/7.
Assume then that all the first r anchors are perfectly matched. Let φ 1 , . . . , φ rx be the substrings used to create T x and let ψ 1 , . . . , ψ ry be the substrings used to create T y . It is easy to verify that for all i ∈ [r], since the anchors before φ i and ψ i perfectly match and also the anchors after φ i and ψ i perfectly match, the only way for φ i = ψ i is that φ i contains edit operations. Since the substrings φ i are disjoint, this can happen for at most k strings φ i , and hence also for at most k strings ψ i , contributing at most 2k to HD(u, v). It easy to verify that by our definition of r x and r y , if α r and β r perfectly match, then max{r x , r y } ≤ r + 1. Thus, the extra substring in x or in y can contribute an additional one to HD(u, v). We conclude that HD(u, v) ≤ 2k+1 < 3k.
Proof. Let φ 1 , . . . , φ rx be the substrings Alice used to create u and let ψ 1 , . . . , ψ ry be similarly for v. Let r = max{r x , r y }. For i = r x + 1, . . . , r let φ i = be the empty string and similarly for i = r y + 1, . . . , r let ψ i = .
Since HD(u, v) ≤ 6k, we know that there are at most 6k values i ∈ [r] for which φ i = ψ i . For every such i we have ED(φ i , ψ i ) ≤ 2W + t, since the length of φ i and of ψ i is less than 2W + t. For the remaining i's, with φ i = ψ i , clearly ED(φ i , ψ i ) = 0. Recall that the strings φ i form a partition of x, except possibly for the last 2W + t or less characters, and similarly ψ i for y. Therefore, we get as desired
by using the Splitting inequality (Section 1.4).
Algorithms for approximating the edit distance
Overview. In this section, we develop quasi-linear time algorithms for edit distance gap problems. The edit graph G E is a well-known representation of the edit distance by means of a directed graph (cf. [9] ). In essence, a source-tosink shortest path in G E is equivalent to the natural dynamic programming algorithm. We will define a graph G which can be viewed as a lossy compression of G E -the shortest path in G provides an approximation to the edit distance. Each edge in G will correspond to edit distance between substrings, unlike in G E where each edge corresponds to at most a single edit operation. The advantage of G is its structure that allows to speed up the shortest path computation by handling multiple edges simultaneously. The latter turns out to be essentially an instance of the edit pattern matching problem. The graph G is defined as follows. Let B be a parameter that will determine the size of substrings used in the algorithm; assume that B divides n. 
. i + s]) ≤ w(e).
We will deal with the issue of computing such weights during the development of our algorithms.
For any path P in G, let the weight w(P ) of the path P equal the sum of the weights of the edges in P . Let T equal the weight of the shortest path from (0, 0) to (n, 0). The following two lemmas show that the value of T can be used to solve the k vs. edit distance gap problem for a suitable = (k, c). Proof. Consider an optimal alignment τ using at most k edit operations on x. This implies that |sh τ (i)| ≤ k for every i. We claim that for every i, there is a path from (0, 0) to (i, sh τ (i)) of weight at most (2c + 1) · ed τ (1 .. i). Applying this claim with i = n, we obtain a path from (0, 0) to (n, sh τ (n)) whose weight is at most (2c + 1) · ed τ (1 .. n) ≤ (2c + 1)k. Extending this path to (n, 0) using an additional weight of at most k, it follows that T ≤ (2c + 2)k, as required.
It remains to prove the claim, which we will prove by induction on the legal values of i. For i = 0, the claim is trivial since sh τ (0) = 0. Assume the claim is true for i and let's show it is true for i + B. To ease the presentation, let r = sh τ (i) and let s = sh τ (i + B). By the induction hypothesis, there is a path P from (0, 0) to (i, r) such that w(P ) ≤ (2c + 1) · ed τ (1 .. i) .
Now define the path P from (i, r) to (i + B, s) by first traversing the edge e from (i, r) to (i + B, r) and then using the path from If we can somehow simultaneously compute all these weights efficiently, then it is conceivable that the shortest path algorithm can also be implemented efficiently. This is formalized as a separate problem below: Definition 3.3 (Edit pattern matching). Given a pattern string P of length p and a text string T of length t ≥ p, the c(p, t)-edit pattern matching problem, for some c = c(p, t) ≥ 1, is to produce numbers The key idea is to reduce this problem to computing singlesource shortest paths on a graph with O(k) edges. Assume that T (i − B, s) has been computed for all values of s. We will show how to compute T (i, s) for all s in time O(k + TIME(B, B + 2k)); the claim on the overall running time of the algorithm follows easily. Note that any shortest path to (i, s) consists of a shortest path from (0, 0) to (i−B, s ), for some s , followed by the edge from (i−B, s ) to (i, s ), and then followed by the path from (i, s ) to (i, s). Consider the following graph H of at most 2k + 2 nodes with a start node u and a node v s for every
There is an edge between v s and v r with weight 1 if and only if |s−r| = 1; there is an edge from u to v s with weight , s), (i, s) ). This graph can be constructed in time O(k + TIME (B, B +2k) ). It can be verified that the shortest path from u to v s equals T (i, s). This can be implemented using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm in time O(k log k). A direct implementation is also possible by sorting the edges from u to v s in non-decreasing order of weight; the values T (i, s) can be calculated by carefully eliminating the edges, each one in O(1) time.
As an application of the theorem, suppose we run a pattern matching algorithm and output For the second application, we apply the algorithm of Cole and Hariharan [5] for edit pattern matching. Here, given a parameter k, the goal is to output for each i ∈ It is easy to see that Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 yield approximation algorithms for edit distance with factors n 3/7 and n 1/3 , respectively.
Discussion
We turn our attention to lower bounds for edit distance in the sketching model. Lower bounds on sketch size are usually obtained via randomized communication complexity lower bounds in the public-coin simultaneous messages model [25] . A communication model that is closely related to the simultaneous messages model is the one-way model. In the terminology of Section 2, the one-way model is the same as the simultaneous one, except that Bob himself acts as the referee. For a Boolean function f , let R (f ) (resp., R → (f )) denote the randomized simultaneous (resp., one-way) communication of f . By definition, R (f ) ≥ R → (f ). In fact, most known lower bounds for sketching algorithms (i.e., randomized simultaneous model) hold also for the one-way model; the only known exception is the generalized addressing function [2, 3] . There are no general purpose lower bound techniques for the simultaneous messages model with public coins. For the remainder of the section, we use ED k, (resp., HD k, ) to denote the k vs.
gap version of edit (resp., Hamming) distance problem. In the one-way model, it is straightforward to obtain lower bounds for edit distance by exploiting its connection to the Hamming distance. In particular, we can show that for k ≤ n 1/2 /2, R → (ED k,k+1 ) ≥ R → (HD k,k+1 ) = Ω(k). Indeed, we reduce Hamming distance to edit distance; letting σ = 0 k , Alice transforms her input to x = x 1 σx 2 · · · σx n and Bob transforms his input to y = y 1 σy 2 · · · σy n . It is easy to see that if HD(x, y) ≤ k then ED(x , y ) ≤ k, so it remains to show HD(x, y) > k implies ED(x , y ) > k. Assume for contradiction there exists an alignment of x , y with at most k edit operations. For each index i with x i = y i , at least one of x i , y i is not 0; let's call it z i . Since HD(x, y) > k, there are at least k + 1 such indices i, so at least one of them must involve no edit operation, i.e., match a character in the other string. But then the positions of z i and of its matching character must differ by at least k + 1, which cannot happen if the alignment has at most k edit operations. The lower bound follows since R → (HD k,k+1 ) = Ω(k) (cf. [15] ).
